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decompose

D
d: as prefix, decid.:•penny, pence, died
cl, 6 : symbol thickness
d^: symbol diameter, differential
d-: dextrorotatory
cT-: deoxy-, e.g. dRib
d.: penny, pence
D-: dextro (configuration)

2

D: deuterium, heavy hydrogen; pref. H
D: diffusion coefficient
2",4-D: 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid
damping-off (WMID, DF): fungal diseases attacking seedlings at ground level
(with hyphen); as a vb, e.g. The seedlings were damped off, no hyphen
daily variation: ambiguous whether this means variation within or between days;
diurnal (q.v.) variation usually means variation within a 2Uh cycle
dark-eyed, dark-haired: but dark eyes, dark hair
dark-field illumination: or illumination in a dark field
darkroom: in photography; otherwise dark room, e.g. in experiments on photoperiodicity
data, plur. of datum: so data (Du. gegevens) are collected (not is); distinguish
from date (Du. datum, dagtekening). Information is sometimes a better trans
lation of gegevens
.
* date : see data and time
day: in full (ASM) pref. to abbr. d. (OUP) or d (ISO)
daylength pref. to day-length: length of natural daylight. Reserve photoperiod
for artificial periods of illumination
daylight: 'during daylight' is a useful clarification of 'for a day' when it does
not mean 2Uh
DDT: 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(£-chlorophenyl)ethane
DEAE-cellulose: diethylaminoethylcellulose
dec.: decompose, decimal
Dec.: December

'

decelerate: see change
deci-: 10~^; abbr. d; avoided wherever practical by using milli- or basic metric
unit (ISO), e.g. decimetre, abbr. dm, is 0.1 metre or 100 mm
decimal: abbr. dec. represented by (preferably raised) point, not comma
decline in_ price: not decline ojP price (quantitative) but decline of forestry
(qualitative) or decline in forestry (= fall in employment or production in
forestry). See also change, decrease
decolorize (DMEU, OUP): pref. to decolourize; the vb decolour also exists
decompose, decomposition: abbr. (of melting points): abbr. decomp. (BJ) or dec.

decrease
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desex

decrease: use in the same way as increase (q.v.) of changes (q.v.) in values during
an experiment but not of differences between final values in treated and
untreated groups.
As a noun, 'decrease in_yield' is better than 'decrease
of yield', except where followed by 'in', e.g. 'decrease in yield of milk'
but 'decrease of yield in cows'.
Synonyms: decrease, lessen, diminish, reduce, abate, dwindle, minimize,
depreciate, decline
deep-rooted, deep-seated: but deep roots
deer: young, fawn (esp. of fallow deer) or calf (reindeer); female, hind or doe;
male, hart or stag (older male)
deficiency, deficient: a phosphorus-deficient plant but phosphorus deficiency
degenerat-e vb or adj., -ion n. (genetics): see breed AÔ
degree(s): abbr. ° for temperature and geometrical angle (ISO), e.g. °C^ °F^ °K
(ASM omits °; BJ uses small capitals £, Es £)• for ranges use 20 -25 , not
20-25°
degrees of freedom: abbr. df in tables only (ASM)
deka-: 10; abbr. dk (ASM) or da (RS) rarely used; pref. kilo- or basic metric unit
deliver vb, -y n.: Du. bevall-en, -ing (see breed A5), overgave, overdracht
deliver vb, -ance n.: Du. bevrijd-en, -ing; redd-en, -ing
demeanour (Br.): demeanor (Am.); see -our,
.
,
,
>
demonstrate: show or prove are shorter and avoid -ate (q.v.;
, Den Bosch: or Bois-le-Duc: pref. to *s-Hertogenbosch
density: abbr. d.._ is specific gravity at 13°C in relation to water at 4°; d 2 Q is
at 20° in relation to water at 20 (ASM)
deny, denied, denies, denying, deniable, denial, denier (COED, WTNID)
deoxy- (ASM, Bj): not desoxydeoxyribonuclease: in full
deoxyribonucleic acid: abbr. DNA (Bj)
deoxyribonuclosides: deoxyadenosine 3'-phosphate (abbr. cLAp), thymidine 3'-phosphate
(dTp), deoxyadenylyl-(3'-5')-thymidine (d(ApT))
deoxyribose: abbr. dRib (BJ)
department: abbr. dept (OUP)
depend: always followed by (up)on, which should not be omitted in 'depend on
what
or 'depend on whether . . . ' (DMEU, ABCEU), e.g. The result depends
on jdH ; the result depends on whether a buffer is added. Pref. 'depeijd closely 1
to 'depend highly', e.g. Growth depends closely (or is closely dependent) on
temperature
depreciate: see decrease
depress: see change
dept : department
desex vb, -ing n.: see breed A9a

desiccate
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differ

desiccate: pref. dry (q.v.), i.e. samples may be dried in a dessicator
desiccator is the laboratory word for what is called a dryer on the farm
design: see goal
desoxy-: pref. deoxy- (ASM)
deteriorat-e vb, -ion n.: see breed A8

and change

determin-ation n., -e vb: the meaning stresses exactness, e.g. resolving a
question or ascertaining a value; estimate is a better word in experimental
procedures because its definitions allow for error, variation and indirectness
in the method of getting the value, e .g. a colorimetric method may determine
light absorption but estimates a chemical concentration. General concepts
such as 'status' and 'health' (e.g. copper status of cows) are assessed (q,.v. )
whereas chemical values (e.g. copper in blood) are estimated
2
deuterium: symbol H or D
develop, -ment: not develope(ment) ; see breed Ak (in the womb), A6 (post partum).
An unwieldy group of scientific terms has arisen for development of embryos,
individuals and soils, embryogenesis, ontogenesis, pedogenesis; the shorter
forms embryogeny and ontogeny are pref. (pedogeny is not in WINID but another
variant, paedogenesis, is WTNID's preferred spelling!).
Many of the group
have two adjs in -genetic and -genie
dextrorotatory: abbr. d-, dextro-, (+)-; see configuration
df: degrees of freedom
diagnosis: identification of a disease, plur. diagnoses (but usually remains
singular); vb diagnose; adj. diagnostic (not diagnosable)
dialyse (Br.): dialyze (ASM); the process is dialysis (not dialysation), plur.
dialyses (but usually remains singular).
The resulting diffused material is
called 'diffusate 1 (not dialysate) and the residue'non-diffusible material'
(BJ).
Pref. diffusible to dialysable (BJ)
diameter: abbr. diam. (OUP), diam (ASM); symbol d (ISO); do not use 0
diarrhoea (Br.): diarrhea (Am.)
2,l*-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid: abbr. 2,U-D
dielectric: no hyphen (CTD)
diethylaminoethylcellulose: abbr. IEAE-cellulose (BJ)
die, dying, died: contrast with dye, dyeing, dyed; abbr. for died is d. (biography)
diet, ration: 'A diet of A 10, B 20 . . . Z 0.1%' but 'A ration of A 10, B 20,
... Z 0.1 g per day'
dif.: difference, differ (OUP)
differ vb, -ence n., -ent adj.: 'different from' is better than 'different to' .
When comparing experimental differences useful adjs are: less, more; least,
most; minimum, maximum; poorer, richer; worse, better; slower, faster; lower,
higher; smaller, greater or larger. I recommend vbs only for change (q.v.)
with time, unless there is no possible doubt for the reader that the change
is with treatment in contrast to control, e.g. "Cu in group A was less than
in group B and than initially; the change in group A and the difference of
group A from group B were significant."

differ

disease
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Comparatively (q.v.) and relatively (q.v.) are often incorrectly used with
uninflected adjs (e.g. poor, rich, bad (q.v.), good,slow, fast, rapid, low,
high, little, much, small, large) where the comparative form of the adjs
should be used (poorer, richer, worse, better, slower, faster, more rapid,
lower, higher, less, more, smaller, larger), e.g. Rats of group A were
comparatively small in relation to those of group B (= Rats of group A were
smaller than those of group B.). See heterogeneous 2 and 5
"With the difference that" = "except that", e.g. The persistence of DMASA
was similar to that of CCC with the difference that (except that) DMASA
accumulated in seeds
differentiated:.see heterogeneous 1, 2
difficulty of finding (not to find) light infestations
diffusate: see dialyse
diffusible: not dialysable (BJ)
diffusion coefficient: usually in sq.cm per sec., symbol D_, D 2 ^ or not ital. (ASM)
Q

dig, digging, dug, dug (digged is archaic); see till
digenesis: pref. alternation of generations
dike (OUP): pref. to dyke
dil.: dilute
dilatation (DMEU, OED): pref. by dictionaries to dilation, although dilation has
a long history
dilute: .abbr. dil. (BJ)
diminish: make or become less; distinguish from minimize which means to make
least (ABCEU).
See change and decrease
2,U-dinitrophenol, 2,i+-dinitrophenyl-: iabbr. DNF, DNP- (BJ)
"dioecious (OUP): diecious (Am.,); having male and female organs on separate plants.
The meaning of the opposite term, monoecious (q_.v.), is unclear
diphtheria: not diptheria
diphosphopyridine nucleotide: see under nicotinamide; do not use abbr. DPN
diploid (chromosome number): abbr. 2n
direct current n., direct-current adj.: abbr. d.c. (BJ), d-c (ASM)
dirt: see dung
dis-, un-: use these negative prefixes with care, because of differences in
meaning, e.g. A scientist may be disinterested in his work but should not be
uninterested (ABCEU).
If a theory is still unproven, it remains to be
proved or disproved
disc (ASM, COED): pref. to disk (WTNID)
discernible (DMEU-2, COED, WTNID): has replaced discernable (DMEU)
discoloration, not discolouration: but discolour (Br.), discolor (Am.)
discordant: see heterogeneous 3 and 5
discrepant: see heterogeneous 3
disease, disorder; diseased (infected), ill: diseased means possessing a disease,
not causing it.
There is a useful tendency to restrict disease to illness
caused by infection and disorder to an illness caused by nutrition, environment
or genetics.
Thus pastures causing illness in cattle are nocuous (causing
harm), noxious (containing a poison), deficient (lacking a nutrient), affected
(containing a contaminant) or infected (contaminated with a disease organism)

dis int egr ati o ns
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dorsiventral

disintegrations per min. (Bj): abbr. pref. to d.p.m. or dpm (ASM); usuallyconverted to Curies (abbr. Ci); not disintegration
disk (WTNID): pref. disc (COED, ASM)
disorder: see disease
disparate: see heterogeneous 1 and 5
dispers-e vb, -al, -ion n.: dispersal is the process or action of spreading, e.g.
dispersal of seeds by the wind (see breed B7); dispersion is the result ,e.g.
a dispersion of oil in water
disproved (DMEU): pref. to disproven
dissimilar: see heterogeneous 1
dissociation constant, negative log of: abbr.

jdK

(NAR) pref. to pK (Bj) or jaK 1 (ASM)

dissoluble or dissolvable (DMEU)
distil (Br.): distill (ASM)
distinct, -ive adjs: the first means well defined, separate in identity, e.g. a
distinct species; the second means serving as a mark separating it from
others of its kind, e.g. a distinctive shape
disulphide group: BJ also allows S-S group
dithionate (sodium): Na^^O^ (Bj), not hydrosulphite, hyposulphite
diurnal: means 1. by day (opposite of nocturnal). See also daylight
2. 2l+h, e.g. diurnal rhythms.
See also daily
divergent : see heterogeneous
diverse: see heterogeneous 1, 2 , 5 and J
diversified: differs from diverse or heterogeneous (see heterogeneous 2) in
indicating that the diversity is the result of a change from uniformity
DM: dry matter
DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid
DÏÏP, DNP-: dinitrophenol, dinitrophenylDoctor: abbr. Dr pref. to Dr. (OUP)
dollar: symbol $ or $ should be close up to the figure, e.g. $50 (OUP)
dolour (Br.): dolor (Am.); see -our
domesticat-e Vb, -ion n.: see Dreed A8, B1 and B9
domestic fowl (Gallus gallus): newly hatched, chick; young, chicken (sometimes
also used as a general term); young female up to one year, pullet; young male
up to one year, cockerel; adult female, (laying) hen; adult male, cock;
collective, poultry (sometimes including other domestic birds); castrate,
capon
dominance: not dorninancy (contrast Du. dominantie); apical dominance, not apical
domination
dorsiventral, dorsoventral: WTNID distinguishes dorsiventral as having a distinct
dorsum and venter, and dorsoventral as pertaining to the mid plane of an
organism or median.
Thus vertebrates are dorsiventral but their spinal cord
is dorsoventral

dosage

dung
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dosage (OUP): not doseage ; confine dose and dosage to pharmacy and radiation.
For fertilizers, or feedstuffs or feed additives 'rate' or 'amount' is better
double-cross n. and vb: besides its genetical meaning (Du. twee keer kruisen),
it also means cheat (Du. bedriegen)
doubt vb and n., -ful (not -full), dubious adjs: Du. wekken twijfel op omtrent =
cast (or throw) doubt on, e.g. The results cast doubt on Smith's hypothesis
(Du. De resultaten wekken twijfel op omtrent de hypothese van Smith; De re
sultaten doen twijfelen aan de juistheid van de hypothese van Smith

2

dozen: abbr. doz. (OUP) or doz (ASM); a dozen dozens (12 ) is a gross (q.v.)
d.p.m.: disintegrations per minute
draft, draught: Br. but not Am. distinguishes between: Banker's draft, draft of
soldiers, draft of a bill, rough draft of a plan; and sit in a draught (Du.
tocht, betuws trek), draught horse (trekpaard), draught beer (drawn from the
barrel)draught of ships (displacement), draughtsman (one who draws plans)
dRib: deoxyribose
drop, -ping, -ped: Du. werpen.
Se breed A5
dry, drier, driest, dryish adjs; dry, dries, drying, dried vb; dryness, drought,
(hay-)dryer ns; drily adv.: there are no standard spellings and DMEU recom
mended that -y- forms (except drying) be dropped.
There may, however, be
some advantage in distinguishing drier and dryer, on which DMEU2 says that
manufacturers are not yet unanimous
dry ice: pref. solid COg (BJ)
^dry lot (Am.): yard or stockyard (Br.) '(in cattle management)
dry matter: abbr. DM (NAR).
Air-dry or air-dried matter with hyphen (NAR).
In milk the normal term (dairy science) is total solids
dry weight: abbr. dry wt (ASM)
Du.: Dutch
due to: DMEU2 has given up calling an unattached 'due to' a mistake; Queen
Elizabeth made the mistake in a speech to the Canadian Parliament: "Due to
the inability to market their grain, prairie farmers have been faced for some
time with a serious shortage of sums (? = money) to meet their immediate
needs."
'Due' is an adj. and must attach to a n. in the main clause but
here the 'due' is being used as a conjunction to the whole main clause.
'Due' could be attached to 'shortage' by reconstructing the sentence: Farmers
face a serious shortage due to . . . . '
As an adjective, due is best
kept close to the n. it governs, e.g. acceleration due to gravity.
Reali
zation of the difficulty of 'due to' without understanding leads to un
attached 'which' as in: "Some articles have increased in price, which increase
is due to
Correct English is "The increase in price of some articles
is due to ...." or "The articles increased in price because ...."
'Due to the fact that' = 'because', e.g. "Infection was severe because
(not due tot he fact that) the crop was grown on the flat"
dung or farmyard manure: Du. stalmest.
Stable manure (or horse manure) is
specifically from horses. Muck is a more general word and includes liquid
manures, sludge and slurry, but is not so wide as dirt ; it is the term
usually used for muckspreader (also called dungspreader).
Similarly there
are slight differences between dung heap and muck heap (in a farmyard), as
also compost heap and midden (in a garden). Midden is used especially of
kitchen waste

durability

dynamics

durability: Du. duurzaamheid and houdbaarheid present difficulties of translation
bevause of the variety of English terms and sometimes because the more natural
English is a vb or adj., not an.
1. Durability of machinery, concrete or
clothing; machinery is durable ; machinery wears well; machinery resists wear.
2. Lasting of flowers, lasting quality of flowers; flowers last well.
3. Keeping quality, lasting quality or shelf-life of meat or other foodstuffs;
meat keeps well; meat is well preserved, k. Viability of pollen, semen or
seed; survival of organisms (especially under adverse conditions); pollen
survived 2 years. 5. Persistence of insecticides, pests, weeds or bacteria;
insecticide persists 2 years; insecticide is persistent (implies that it
remains despite attempts to remove it or despite the fact that it is not
wanted. )
duration: length is commoner in informal writing but may lead to confusion, e.g.
length of growth, length of growing period; the first should be restricted to
.linear measure and the second replaced by.duration
during: Du. gedurende 10 dagen = for (not during) 10 days
Dutch: abbr. Du.
The word has many derogatory meanings in English, presumably from the days
when the two nations were competing for empires and trade, and when William
III was trying to subdue the Irish into protestantism.
Thus a Dutch auction
or false auction is one where the price is reduced until a buyer is found.
Falseness is also implied in Dutch brass or Dutch gold which is low brass
used as gold leaf.
Dutch courage is induced by drinking and a Dutch bargain
is sealed while drinking.
A Dutch wife is a cane frame for resting a limb
in bed or a long bolster.
Double Dutch is nonsense; the expression may have
arisen also partly from the incomprehensibility of such a similar sounding
language or the different use of the same words, e.g. smoking, een smoking;
bring, brengen; camping, een camping.
Dutch curse and Dutch grass are two
pestilent weeds, Chrysanthemum leucanthemum and Agropyron repens.
A Dutch
treat is where all pay for themselves. Perhaps the puritanism of the Dutch
is implied by 'Dutch uncle' who is a person who gives unwanted advice to a
friend about his behaviour.
Culinary terms suggest the inability of the
Dutch to cook: a Dutch lunch is a buffet lunch of sliced cold meats and
cheese, while a Dutch oven is hardly an oven at all.
But English has had to admit the skills of the Dutch in the garden and
farm with Dutch barns, bulbs, clover, flax (Camelina sativa), irises, cheese
and lights (greenhouses)
dwindle: see decrease
dye, dyeing, dyed: contrast with die, dying, died
dyke: pref. dike (OUP)
dynamics: is singular.
The adjs dynamic and dynamical are used differently;
dynamical is pertaining to the science of dynamics, e.g. dynamical principles;
otherwise use dynamic, e.g. dynamic equilibrium (DMEU)

e

e.g.
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E
e: eccentricity, electron, exponential or elasticity
E: erbium (chem.) or east (Am.)
E_: extinction, electrode potential
E.: east (OUP)
E qî standard electrode potential

€: molar extinction coefficient
each, either: always sing., e.g. each phase, either phase
east: abbr. E. (OUP) or E (ASM)
eat, ate (pronounced ett), eaten: the primary meaning is take in or consume (with
a direct object), whereas feed (q.v.) is primarily provide to eat, e.g. Cows
eat hay or feed on hay; Hay is eaten by cows but cows are fed on hay by
farmers (not hay is fed to cattle)
eccentricity: symbol e
ECG: electrocardiogram
ecology: not oecology (OUP); coenology or cenology has. hardly entered the English
language except in translations of East European articles and may be trans
lated as synecology
economics: is singular; adj. economic.
the opposite of extravagent

Economical is the adj. of economy and is

economy (Du. huishouding): 'relation' is sometimes a better translation, e.g.
zuurstofhuishouding van de wortel = the root's oxygen relations; waterhuis
houding van de bodem = water relations (or balance or economy) of the soil
ecotone: see habitat
ecotope: see habitat
E D Ç- Q: median effective dose

edema (Am.): pref. oedema (OUP), adj. -atous
edition: abbr. ed. (OUP)
editor: abbr. Ed. (OUP), plur. Eds
EDTA: ethylenediaminetetra-acetate
EEG: electro-encephalogram
effect: there is little difficulty with this as a noun (Du. gevolg, resultaat,
uitwerking) but as a verb (Du. uitwerken) it is often confused with affect
(Du. beïnvloeden, aandoen, aantasten, van invloed zijn op); the confused
meanings are: affect, have an influence on, produce an effect or change in ;
effect, bring about, cause, produce, result in, have a result
effective dose, median: abbr.
efficient: opposite inefficient, not uneffluent: discharged liquid, esp. N as waste ;^contrast sewage (a.v.)
e.g.: exempli graxia Tror example); not italic, comma before out not after;
avoid the abbr. in narrative text

either
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either: see each; can only be used in relating 2 things', e.g. either a or b, not
either a, (or) b or c.
Either is often wrongly placed, e.g. the grain was
either dormant or had been killed, which should be: 1. Either the grain was
dormant or it had been killed. 2. The grain either was dormant or had been
killed
elec.: electricity, electrical
electricity, electrical: abbr. elec. (OUP)
electrocardiogram: abbr. ECG
electrode potential: abbr. _E ( A S M , B J ) ; standard E L ( A S M , B J ) ; standard at
constant jdH, E^ (ASM, BJ)
electro-encephalogram: pref. to no hyphen .(Nature, ASM); abbr. EEG (ASM)
elasticity: symbol e
electromotive force: abbr. e.m.f. (Bj)
electron: symbol e
electron-microscop-e, -y, -ic: with hyphen
electron-micrograph (ASM) or electron micrograph (ASM) n.; -ic adj. always with
hyphen
electron paramagnetic resonance: abbr. EPR (ASM)
electronvolt (ISO, RS) or electron volt (ASM, BJ): abbr. eV (ISO, RS) or ev (ASM, BJ)
elegant variation: "It is the second-rate writers, those intent rather on
expressing themselves prettily thaii on conveying their meaning, . . . , that are
chiefly open to the allurements of elegant variation" (DMEU). This comment is
apposite of scientific texts where clarity must be the aim almost to the
exclusion of other virtues. Never fear to repeat a word, rather than use a
pronoun, if there be any doubt; 'the former', 'the latter' often obscure
meaning. Among the pronouns ' i t ' and 'they' are better than this, that, these,
those when referring to the nearest n. corresponding in number and gender.
Avoid such variation as 'micropyle ... sperm canal'; the reader has to stop
and think whether the writer is talking about the same structure. But after
mentioning 'sperm canal' once, it would be possible to use 'the canal'
elemental, elementary: the first describes a chemical element in uncombined form,
e.g. elemental sulphur, whereas elementary may describe education (Du. lager
onderwijs)
elephant: male, bull elephant; elk: male, bull elk; elevator: see haymaking
elongated: use only when you mean increased in length; long is better in the
sense of measuring much from end to end; slender is less ambiguous in the
sense of long and narrow or filamentous if extremely long in relation to width
em-, im-, en-, in-: there is some variation in spelling, e.g. enquire, inquire:
OED and OUP pref. inquir-e, -y but enquir-e, -y is becoming more common in Br.
DMEU2 offers a distinction in meaning. Some variants have already differentiated
in meaning, e.g. ensure and insure (DMEU)
emasculat-e vb, -ion n.: see breed A9a
embed (-ding, -ded), not imbed

embryo
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England

embryo, plur. embryos (ASM, DMEU), embryonic (not -al) adj.: see breeding A3, A**, B6
embryogen-y (DBT), -esis (COED, DBT) n., -ic, -etic adj.: WTNID prefers the
shorter forms ; DBT has different definitions which suggest that embryogeny
refers more to the origin of the embryo (thus almost zygosis or zygotic
division) and that embryogenesis is any process during the embryonic stage.
I recommend WTNID's usage; I have never come across DBT's dinstinction in
practice.
See breed AU, B6
emergence (Du. uitkomen); emergency (Du. onverwachte gebeurtenis)
e.m.f.: electromotive force
emulsify: English does not use the Latin form emulgere (contrast Du. emulgeren)
but only emulsio
-ence, -ency: ambivalence, not -cy; dependence (Du. afhankelijkheid) and -cy
(Du. gebiedsdeel) are almost distinct in meaning; consistence (Du. conse
quentie, dichtheid, vastheid) is tending to be eliminated by -cy (Du. dicht
heid, vastheid) but distinction should be encouraged; emergence (Du. uitkomen)
and -cy (Du. onverwachte gebeurtenis) are completely distinct
enclose, not inclose (DMEU, WTNID, OUP)
encourage: see change

end: sss sq& X

endeavour (Br.): endeavor (Am.); see -our
endemic (see also epidemic): means restricted or native or peculiar to an area or
region (WTNID); the recommendation of ASM to restrict endemic to 'affecting
a few people, local 1 is against British usage (and possibly also American
judging by Webster's definition); etymologically the word equally means
'affecting a population'. The terms enzootic and enphytotic recommended by
ASM are unnecessary and not current in Br.
endogenous: basic meaning is of internal origin: the expression "endogenous
origin" is therefore double (= internal origin). Syn. autogenous; opp. exogenous
or heterogenous (q.v.)
endorse: literally to write on the back of (documents or cheques); its use in
place of confirm (opinions, claims) is metaphorical
end plate(ASM), end point(ASM): end-plate (DBT), endpoint (Br.)
eng.: engineer, engineering
Eng.: England, English
engender: see breed A3
England, English: abbr. Eng. (OUP) (Du. Engeland, Engels); there is much confusion
with Britain (Brittannië), Great Britain (Groot-Brittannië), United Kingdom
(Verenigd Koninkrijk) and-British' (Brits). Except for the English language
(het Engels), the meaning of English is much more restricted than British.
English (language) includes American English and British English; some of the
differences are given in these notes. However each influences the other so
that some British writings will use spellings and grammar defined here as
American, while some Americans will use the British. Other differences have
become traditional and have probably delayed the simplification of Br.
spelling, e.g. plow was formerly an alternative Br. spelling but is now
current only in Am.; Br. -our (q.v.) spellings are one of the first indications
to the reader of where a book has been published. There are also different
forms of English in Australia, South Africa and India, and between different
regions, especially of Britain and America.

England
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The United Kingdom consists of England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland,
the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles. British or in some official uses
Britannic (not Brittannic), e.g. Het Britannic Majesty can mean the United
Kingdom but may "be ambiguous. If there is any doubt, use United Kingdom as
the adj.
(Great) Britain is the island containing England, Wales and Scotland and is
usually taken to include the small islands round its coast but rarely Ireland.
This is the strictest meaning of British (Du. Brits).
The next extension of the word British is to cover the region ruled from
London by the British Government (Du, Britse regering), more correctly the
Government of the United Kingdom (or United Kingdom Government). Parliament
in London is responsible for legislation in England and Wales, and in
Scotland, which has separate laws; it has certain powers in Northern Ireland,
which is represented at the London Parliament but also has its own parliament
in Belfast.
There are separate legislatures for the Isle of Man (the
Tynwald) and for the Channel Islands (the Assembly of the States). Norwegian
suzerainty over the Isle of Man did not end until 1273, when the Norwegian
fleet was defeated by the Scots. From then until 13U6, it was a point of
dispute between England and Scotland. Thereafter the governors were English
nobility but it retained its Tynwald which occasionally threatens to leave
the United Kingdom if there is disagreement with London. Of the smaller
islands off Scotland, the Hebrides (or Western Isles) were ceded by Norway to
Scotland in 1266 and come under Scottish law.
The Orkneys and Shetland
became a dependency of the Scottish crown in 1 U68 but retain some elements of
Norse law.
The widest sense of the word British is anything pertaining to the British
Commonwealth (of Nations) (Du. het Britse Gemenebest, niet Engelse Gemenebest). Thus an Australian is a British subject and a citizen of Australia.
Briton (Du. Brit) is a British person, a person of British blood or an
inhibitant of the British Commonwealth.
Be careful not to call Scots, Irishmen, or Welshmen 'Engelsen': they get very
annoyed. Also it is 'Brittannië' or 'het Verenigd Koninkrijk' who have applied
to join the Common Market.
engineer,-ing:abbr. eng. (OUP); note that engineer is a misleading translation of
ingenieur, although the official translation of Nederlands Instituut van
Landbouwkundige Ingenieurs is Netherlands Institute of Agricultural Engineers
(better Agricultural Graduates)
engraft, not ingraft (OUP, WTNID)
enhance: see change
enlargement, not enlargment
enough n. or adv.: 'sufficient' is the correct adj. (DMEU)
enphvtotic: see endemic
„
,
,
.
.
enquire, see under em-, en-: a formal word for 'ask'; enquire, -y is more common
than inquire, -y.
DMEU2 recommends the distinction inquiry in the meaning
investigation and enquiry as a formal word for question
ensheath, not ensheathe
ensile (Du. inkuilen), ensilage or ensiling (Du. inkuiling), silage (Du. kuilvoer,
ingekuild voeder): Notice the distinction between silage and ensilage; ten
Bruggencate does not indicate this difference

ensure
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esophagus

ensure, insure, assure: although there is some overlap of meaning, the following
examples give the recommended distinctions: This medicine will ensure his
recovery = Dit geneesmiddel vormt een waarborg voor zijn herstel; The
precautions ensure the safety of passengers = De voorzorgsmaatregelen waar
borgen de veiligheid van de passagiers; Although he lost all his possessions,
he was completely insured = Hoewel hij al zijn bezittingen heeft verloren,
was hij volledig verzekerd; The company insured him against theft = De maat
schappij verzekerde hem tegen diefstal; assure someone = iemand zeker maken
door verwijdering van elke twijfel; The firm assured (insured) his life = De
maatschappij gaf hem een levensverzekering
entomology: abbr. entomol. (OUP)
entozoa plur., sing, entozoon or entozoan
envelop vb, envelope n.
enzootic: see endemic
enzyme n.: adj. enzymic (Br», NAR) or enzymatic (ASM)
enzyme activity: should be given in moles substrate transformed per min, or as
moles product formed per min. These values can be given per mg dry wt, per
mg protein or per g wet wt. Temperature and other conditions should be stated
epidemic n. and adj.: prevalent in a community at one time (COED); Am. technical
usage reserves the term for human communities and introduces the terms
epiphytotic or epizootic for the same concept among animals and plants. See
also endemic
epidermis: often used
-unnecessarily for skin, e.g. a fold of skin, not of
epidermis. Use the technical term only when dermis is distinguished. Adj. is
epidermal, not epidermic
epithelium, plur. epithelia (OUP)
EPR: electron paramagnetic resonance
eqn: equation
equal, equality: opp. unequal, inequality
equal mark: symbol =; space before and after the symbol (OUP)
equation: abbr. eqn, not eqn. (BJ)
equilibrium, plur. -a (ASM)
equilibrium constant: abbr. K (Bj)
equisetum, plur. -s: but Equisetum sp., Equisetum hiemale
horsetail

(OUP); common name

equivalent: abbr. equiv. (NAR, BJ); compounds are equiv., m-equiv.
-er: som| ot^work^ïE 8 "^!!^Oifl^ S AiM)^^ SCUSSe ^ u n c ^ e r c ^ l a n S e a n ( l difference
Erlenmeyer flask, not Erlenmeier (after Emil Erlenmeyer, German chemist, d. 1909)
erratum, plur. errata (OUP, DMEU)
erythrocyte: prefer red cell (NAB) or red blood cell
esophagus (Am.), use oesophagus (OUP)

especial

everyday, every day

especial, -ly: abbr. esp. (OUP). (Du. bijzonder, in het bijzonder). Special can
be used in all senses of especial but is better reserved to the limitation or
the particular as opposed to the general. Especial (Du. in het bijzonder)
implies pre-eminence or the particular as opposed to the ordinary. E.g. Oxford's
architecture receives especial attention. Oxford's architecture contains some
special features. The advs tend less to overlap
estimate vb : pref. to determine unless someone repeating the exercise were certain
to get the same value, e.g. I can determine (or count) the number of books on
my desk but can only estimate the number of words in them. Of the nouns the
process is estimation and the value is an estimate. Most chemical values
obtained by analysis are estimates. See study
estrus n., estrous adj. (Am.): pref. oestrus n.; oestrous adj. (Br.)
et al.: abbr. for et alii (and other persons; Du. en co-authors, en medewerkers);
a lesser known meaning of et al. is et alibi (and elsewhere; Du. en elders);
not italic in Am. (ASM)
et cetera: abbr. etc. or &c. (and other things; Du. enz.); the meaning of etc. is
rarely as clear to the reader as to the writer and it can often be avoided by
'such as a, b and c 1 instead of'such as a, b, c, etc.';otherwise it is better
to elaborate on the 'etc.'
ethane, 1,1,l-trichloro-2,2-bis(para-chlorophenyl)- : abbr. DDT
ethanol, -ic: not ethyl alcohol or alcoholic
ethylenediaminetetra-acetate (Bj): without hyphen in Am. (ASM): abbr. EDTA (ASM, BJ)
ethylenimine, not ethylenamine (a chemical mutagen)
* etiology (WTNID) preferred to aetiology (COED, OUP) ; 'cause' or 'origin' are
briefer and often more correct (etiology should be limited to 'study of
causes'
et seq.: et sequens, et sequentes; sometimes used
(i.e. pp. 4 and 5, and perhaps 6 ...) or vol.
A distinction of et seq. (pp. 1* and 5) and et
recommended. The ff. (q.v.) system takes less

in references, e.g. p. U et seq.
U et seq.; = and following (OUP).
sqq. (pp. U, 5, 6 ...) is not
space

eucalyptus or eucalypt, plur. eucalypts pref. to eucalypti (OUP)
Europe, -an: abbr. Eur. (OUP)
eV or ev: electronvolt
evaporimeter, not -ometer
eventual, -ly (Du. uiteindelijk, not eventueel): Du. eventueel may be: any;
possible; if any; subjunctive such as may, might, could, should.
. even
tuele besmetting = any contamination, possible contamination, any possible
contamination or contamination if any.
In geval van een eventuele besmet
ting, spuiten met DDT = If contamination should occur, spray with DDT
every: always sing. (cf. each and either)
everybody, everything, everyway, everywhere: all one word (OUP)
everyday event: but growth was measured every day (OUP)

exceed
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eyeball

exceed: as proceed and succeed; contrast cede, accede, antecedent, concede, inter
cede, precede, recede, rétrocédé, secede, supercede
except, -ing: e.g. All the crops grew well except (not -ing) that without nitrogen.
Where an exception could he expected but does not occur, 'not excepting 1 is
used, e.g. All crops grew well, not excepting that without N
exchange: usually no hyphen in compound nouns, e.g. ion exchange (WTNID) or heat
exchange, but pref. in ion-exchanger, heat-exchanger and compound adjectives,
e.g. ion-exchange column
exchangeable, not exchangible or exchangable
exclamation mark: symbol !; used also in mathematics for factorials, e.g.
1 x 2 x 3 . . . x £, where £_ is a positive integer (ISO)

=

excrete, excretion: Cows excreted urea from the blood into (not in) the bladder.
In cows, excretion of urea was from the blocd, through the kidney into (or to)
the bladder
execute (Du. ter dood brengen, uitvoeren): in the sense of Du. uitvoeren it is a
bit 'deftig', e.g. Field trials are done or carried out (rather than executed).
This whole sentence could probably omitted by a few words in a later sentence,
e.g. In field trials, ... or Field trials showed that ...
exempli gratia: abbr. e.g. (not italic, comma before but not after) (OUP, ASM)
exist (Du. bestaan): pref. 'to be', e.g. Er bestaat een verschil = There is a
difference
exogenous: pref. to exogenic, exogenetic or exogene; opp. endogenous (a.v.) or
autogenous ; see heterogenous
* expect vb, -ant adj.: see breed Ah
expense: a useful idiom is: A increases at the expense of B, i.e. A increases
when B decreases by equal amount; A and B are complementary (q.v.)
experiment: abbr. expt pref. to Expt. (BJ); for named experiments, e.g. Expt 1.
Trial is pref. for growth or culture, e.g. feeding trials with animals,
fertilizer trials and pot trials with crops. Trial is expecially used in
applied research, e.g. pilot trials, industrial trials
experimentalize, experimentation (Am.):both should be experiment (OUP, DMEU)
exponential : symbol e
expt: experiment
extinction (log I / I ) : symbol E_ (ASM, BJ);
is specific extinction coefficient
(Bj); E is molar extinction coefficient, i.e. the extinction of a molar
solution in a 1cm light-path
Q

extracellular

no

hyphen (ASM)

extract: a useful general term for separate or a thing separated by solution;
leach (noun or verb), eluate (vb) elute (noun) are more precise
eyeball; eye colo(u)r
green-eyed

(see -our); eyeing (Br,); eying (Arn.); eyepiece micrometer;

f
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farther, further

F
f: femto-( 10"^, e.g. fg = 10~^g), focal length
F: abbr. farad, fluorine, function (math.), Fahrenheit (with degree sign °),
filial generation (e.g. F^, Fg: first and second filial generations)
f_: aperture ratio (e.g. f/l6 (ASM)), frequency, molar frictional coefficient,
guilder (Du. gulden) or florin
F_: Faraday
g: Farad
F.: Friday
facet, -ing, -ed
factor: this word is becoming too popular in scientific scripts. It certainly has
its use in the statistical analysis of causes.
It becomes discordant in the
expression 'factors affecting
(often used in titles) and could be
replaced by 'causes of . . . '
factorial: symbol !, e.g. 1 x 2 x 3 ...

xjd!

(ISO)

FAD: flavine-adenine dinucleotide
FADH 2 : reduced FAD
faeces (OUP), feces (Am.); sing, and plur.; for birds use 'droppings'
Fahrenheit: abbr. °F; without ° (ASM), °F. (OUP) or °F (BJ); after Gabriel D.
. Fahrenheit, d. 1136. Ger» johysiqist
fail: do not use 'failed to' for r did not'

fairly: means 1. tamelijk, behoorlijk; or 2. geheel en al. To avoid the confusion,
1. it may be omitted; 2. the words after fairly may be replaced by words of
weaker or stronger meaning (e.g. "He is fairly good" may mean a) He is
mediocre; b) He is brilliant; 3. it may be replaced by either moderately or
utterly (or extremely or very).
As with 'somewhat' and 'more or less' use
of 'fairly' indicates the author's temerity
fall (n.) (Am.): autumn (Br.)
fall vb and n., fell, fallen: see change; do not confuse with fell, -ed (Du. vel
len van bomen)
fallow deer (Dama dama): see deer
.
farad: abbr. F (OUP, RS) or g (.bJ), m full (ASM); unit of electric capacitance
Faraday (after Michael Faraday, d. 1867, English physicist): abbr. F_ (BJ); the
amount of electricity transferred in electrolysis of the equivalent wt of
any element or ion, about 96,500 Coulombs per g equiv.
farinaceous, not -ious (OUP)
farmhouse (WTNID, agric. journals): pref. to farm-house (OUP)
farmyard (WTNID): farmyard manure, abbr. FYM, see dung

farther, further: as adj. farther is almost restricted to distance, i.e. more far:
further is more common in a wider sense of more to the fore (DMEU2), e.g.
The ship could go no farther (or further); some further (rarely farther)
examples are given in the tables.
Further (or furthermore) is also sometimes used as conj. and may sometimes
be used to translate Du. bovendien.
Eng. relies much more than Du. on
sequence of an argument and less on remote connexions by conjs
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farrow

few

farrow: give birth to piglets; see "breed A5
fast, -er adjs: see difference
fatfree

dry matter: the correct term, e.g. in milk, is solids-not-fat

fathom: abbr. fm; measure of water depth; = 2 yd = 1 .8288 metre
fat residues: greaves
.
,
.
fauna: plur. (rarely needed) -s (OUP)
favour (Br.): favor (Am.); compounds are usually -or- (but favourite, favourable);
see colo(u)r and -our
Fe: iron
February: abbr. Feb. (OUT?)
feces (Am.): pref. faeces (Br.)
fecund adj., -ity n.: see breed A9c
fecundat-e vb, -ion n.: rarely used, see breed A3
feed n. : plur. is feedstuffs (q_.v.)
feed vb: cows feed on hay, eat hay or are fed on hay; fanners feed cows on hay;
but not 'hay is fed to cows' ; hay may be given, drugs are given or
administered; supplements are added to or given in diets.
Example of
misuse: effect of feeding Cladonia alpestris on the productivity of mink
feedback n.: one word (ASM)
feedlot (Am.) = yard or stockyard (Br.)
feedstuffs or feedingstuffs (Du. veevoeder), sing, feed or feedstuff: contrast
foodstuffs
feet: plur. of foot (q_.v.)
fell, -ed (Du. vellen van bomen): fell is also past tense of fall (q.v.)
female: symbol <j) (OUP, ASM)
femto- (10~ ^): abbr. f
femur, plur. femora, adj. femoral (OUP, DMEU)
fen: low-lying peatlands (Du. veen, laagveen) but usually also alkaline, whereas Du.
veen is often acid. Du» Veenkoloniën may be translated as Fen Settlements (if
the difference in alkalinity is ignored) or as Peatland Settlements, not Fen
Colonics.Peat Colonies (TBEW)
fenugreek (OUP): not foenugreek; Trigonella foenumgraecum
fertil-e adj., -ity n.: see breed A9c, B9
fertilize, fertilizer; reserve fertilization for sexual process (see breeding A3,
B5); bemesting met stikstof = nitrogen dressing, application of nitrogen
(fertilizer); Du. bemesting may also be translated as manuring
fervour (Br.), -or (Am.): see -our
fetus (Am.): pref. foetus (Br.); plur. -es (ASM)
few: means not many;'a few'means some and not none; 'comparatively few' is doubt
fully correct grammatically (DMEU) and of doubtful meaning; few takes plur.
constructions, e.g. few rabbits, few were (not was) killed

fewer
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filly

fewer: used for numerical quantities, e.g. Fewer cows were sick; whereas less is
for amounts in bulk or size, e.g. Cows ate less hay (ABCMEU)
ff. : folgende Seiten, e.g. p. H ff. is p. 1+, 5 . ...OUP pref. this system of page
referencing to the et seq. system
fibre (Br.): fiber (Am.) ;fibrilla
(DMEU); fibula, plur. -ae

plur. -ae;fibrin, not -ine (OUP) ; fibroma

field trial: two words
fig.: figure
figure n.: abbr. fig. (OUP) pref. to Fig. (ASM, BJ) except at the beginning of a
sentence; plur. figs without point pref. to Figs. (BJ).
-There is some variation in the typography of larger numbers: a thousand,
10 , may be 1000, 1 000 or 1,000. The closed-up form (1000) is used in text;
the spaced form (1 000) is recommended for mathematics (OUP) and the last is
an alternative to the first in normal text. In columns of figures or in tables
the second or last forms are better for alignment with larger numbers, which
are always commaed or spaced, e.g. 1,000,000 or 1 000 000.
The Br. thousand ijy,llion is the Am. billion (10 ) and the Br. billion is
the Am. trillion (10 ). In scientific scripts these are readily avoided with
the superscript forms or the metric prefixes Tera, Giga, Mega, kilo, hecto,
deka, deci, centi, milli, micro, nano, pico, femto, atto.
Decimals are in Eng. represented by a point, usually raised, e.g. 10°9; as
few typewriters have this symbol the normal full point is easier, e.g. 10.9.
For articles in Du. with Eng. as a second language in tables, follow the Du.
convention, e.g. 10 000,9 or 10.000,9«
Dutch scientific writers are more timorous of using numerals in place of
words than are British writers. Words may sometimes be used up to 'twelve'
but thereafter only for simple words, i.e. twenty, thirty . . . a hundred, a
thousand, a million. For others, including ordinals, use figures, e.g. 55th
rather than fifty-fifth, j^-fold, 1st, 2nd, 3rd (the st, nd, rd or th is
sometimes raised, e.g. 53 ).
A further restriction of words in scientific scripts is that they are not
used for factual figures with units, certainly never when the unit is abbr.,
e.g. 10 grammes or 10 g, not ten grammes. 'Ten grammes' implies in scientific
scripts 'about 10 g'. This is in contrast to legal work where any quantity
must be given in words. (There is a similar difference between '10 g' and '10.
When a unit is used adjectivally, the numeral and unit symbol should be
printed close up or with a hyphen, e.g. 2N sodium hydroxide (not 2 N sodium
hydroxide), a five-year-old child (or a child five years old).
For preliminary pagework of a book, use small roman numerals, e.g. p. iv
(not p. IV).
Use arabic numerals for chapters and sections of books. The
notation system 'section 5.1«1 ' is rarely used in English books but has the
advantage that the script can be cross-referenced before pagination. Large
roman numerals retain some uses in sequences, e.g. Henry VIII (who has much
responsibility for the frontiers of the Netherlands), World War II.
See also fractions, metric system, money, time
figure vb (Am.): use illustrate,show or depict
filamentous : see elongated
filial generations, first, second, third (genetics): symbol F^, Fg, F^ (ASM)
filly: young female horse (q.v.)

filter paper
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filter paper: two words (WTNID, CTD)
filtrate n.: sometimes used incorrectly as vb which should be filter
first: abbr. 1st; see former
first floor: tweede etage (second storey)
fish, plur. fish (collective) or fishes (DMEU); cf. beet
fishmeal but white-fish meal
fivefold (OUP) (not five-fold or 5-fold)
Fl.: abbr. for Flanders, Flemish (OUP)
fl.: florin, fluid
flagellum, plur. -a (OUP); adj. -ar
flame-photometr-y, -ic, -ically: the hyphen (q.v.) is optional in flame photomet-er,
-y (WTEID)
flavine-adenine dinucleotide (Bj) pref. to flavin adenine dinucleotide (ASM): abbr.
FAD (ASM, BJ), reduced form FADHg (ASM)
flavine mononucleotide (BJ) pref. to flavin mononucleotide (ASM): abbr, FMN, reduced
form FMNHg
flavour (Br.): flavor (Am.); see -our
flee, -ing, fled: contrast flow, -ing, -ed and fly, -ing, flew, flown
floodlight, -ing; floodlit (WTNID): pref. to flood-light, -ing; flood-lit (COED)
1

floor: Br. first floor = Du. tweede etage = second storey = Am. second floor;
Br. ground floor = eerste etage = first storey = Ari. first floor
flora, plur, floras
florin or guilder (Du. gulden): abbr. f_ pref. to fl. (OUP). The Br. coin is also
known as a two -shilling piece; after decimalization in 1971 it will be 10 new
pence
flower vb: see breed B3;'blooms flower' but 'flowers bloom'
flow, -ing, -ed: contrast flee, -ing, fled and fly, -ing, flew, flown
flower bud (WTNID): no hyphen flowmeter (ASM)
fluid: abbr. fl. (OUP); strictly fluid includes gas and liquid but some specific
liquids are idiomatically called such-and-such fluid and never such-and-such
liquid, e.g. body fluids
fluoresce

vb, -nee n., -nt adj. (OUP)

fly, -ing, flew, flown; contrast flee, -ing, fled and flow, -ing, flowed (ABCEU)
flyer (OUP): pref. to flier (Am.); cf. dryer agental n., drier comparative adj.
DMEU2 recommends the form flier"on the principles suggested in the article
DRY" (Wo principles for this choice Eire given under dry.) while admitting that
flyer is more usual
fm: fathom
FM: frequency modulation

FMN

form
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FMN: flavine mononucleotide
foal n.: young horse (q.v.); either a colt (male) or a filly (female)
foal vb, -ing n.: see breed A5
focal length: symbol f (ASM)
fodder: often limited to stored feedstuffs, esp. roughage, but sometimes used as
a synonym of feed n.; cf. forage, hay
focus n., plur. foci; vb focus, -es, -ing, -ed; adj. focal
fold: e.g. fourfold but 14-fold
follow, -ing, -ed: do not use following for 'after' (ASM), e.g. After (not
Following) treatment, the culture was incubated for two weeks. A similar and
long-winded error is: "The organism was subjected to the treatment which was
followed by(= before) incubation for two weeks"
following (pages): abbr. ff. (q.v.), e t ~ - or et sqq. (q.v.)
food n.: often limited to food for people by using feed n. for that given to anima:
(cf, feedstuffs and foodstuffs)
foodstuffs: one word, means foods for people; animal foods are feedstuffs,
feedingstuffs, feeds, fodders, forage or provender
foot, plur. feet: abbr. ft (ISO) pref. to ft. (0UP, BJ); 0.3048 metre; 12 in. =
1 ft; 3 ft= 1 yd; 6 ft= 1 fathom; 66 ft= 1 chain; 660 ft= 1 furlong;
5280 ft= 1 mile
foothill: one word (OUP, ASM)
footprint: one word (ASM)

\

foetus (OUP): fetus (ASM); plur. -es
for: Du. gedurende 10 dagen = for (not du~ing) 10 days
forage: best limited to green feed, especially standing crops grazed in the field.
Cut fresh grass fed to cattle in the stall (zero-grazing) is called either
- green fodder or green forage
foramen, plur. -ina (OUP), adj. -inal
forb: see herb 2 .
forceps, plur. pairs of forceps
forearm (ASM, 0UP): one word
foEecast vb: unchanged in past tense and participle (D:MEU)
forefoot, forelimb: one word
forestry: pref. to silviculture. Although silviculture is theoretically a
narrower concept, the distinction is rarely important in writing
foreword: reserve for a preface written by a sponsor (DMEU) and not by the author
for example, for instance: abbr. e.g.; comma before but not after
fork, hayfork: see.haymaking
form vb: see comprise

forma
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fruitful

forma (taxonomy): abbr. f. (ASM)
formal words; common in second-rate scientific scripts; among examples from DMEU
(also under genteelism) and ABCEU are: frequent = often; distorted = twisted;
mature = old or ripe; cease = stop; terminal (leaves) = top; desiccated = dry,
dried; toxin = poison
former, latter: use sparingly for reasons mentioned under elegant variation; they
can refer only to two antecedents; otherwise first, last
formula: plur. is optionally -e or -s but -e is more common in science (DMEU,
COED, OUP, ABCEU); follow IUPAC Code for chemical formulae
fowl, plur. fowl or fowls, see also domestic fowl
fox: female, vixen; young, cub
f.p.: freezing point
fractions: a half (not one-half), a third (not one-third), two thirds (with hyphen
in OUP, ASM); compound fractions, e.g. eight thirty-seconds. Decimals or
words are easier for the typesetter, e.g. half a turn (not a \ turn), 0.5 ml
(not I ml); avoid 1/2 ml .
frame: Du. ruiter ; see naymaking
framework (COED): one word
free, -r, -st adjs: in compounds hyphenate unless combined with a monosyllable,
e .g. copper-free diet (ASM) but weedfree; free from contamination but free of
contaminants (ASM pref. free from in all uses). Free from contaminants implies
that contaminants have been removed
free energy (Gibbs): symbol Cr (BJ)
freezing point: abbr. f.p. (OUP), fp (ASM)
frequency (frequence is obsolete): symbol _f (electrical technol.) or
(ISO)

(physics)

frequency modulation: abbr» F.M. (OUP), FM (ASM)
frequently: distinguish from often (see generally)
freshen vb: see breed A5, A6
fresh water, but freshwater fish (OUP)
Friday: abbr. Fri. or F. (OUP); restrict the shorter abbr. to tables where space
is limited
Fris.: Frisia(n) or Friesland (OUP); the breed name is Friesian (WDB)
Fru: fructose
fructification: a compound fruit; the process of fructifying is usually called
fruit formation or fruitsetting (see breed B6)
fructose: symbol Fru (BJ)
fruit, -ing, -ed: see breed B6
fruit culture or fruit growing (Du. fruitteelt)
fruitful adj., -ness n„: see breed A9c

fruitset
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FYM

fruitset n. (the result, e.g. as counted after completion): pref. to fruit set;
fruitsetting n.' (the process, also called fruit formation) pref. to fruit-setting; both ns are from the vb set fruit; see breed B6
fruit-tree n., adj. (COED): e.g. fruit-tree leafroller (Adoxophyes reticulana)
ft: abbr. foot, feet
-fui, ful-: not -11-, e.g. useful, usefulness; both spellings of ful(l)ness exist
(C0ED);DMEU2 prefers analogy with dullness, illness, shrillness, smallness,
stillness; but besides the analogy with usefulness, there are always (and
other compounds of all), chilblain, fulfil, skilful, wilful to support the
shorter spelling
full: if used adverbially, hyphenate to the following adj., e.g. full-grown or
fully grown
full stop (punt): 1. End of sentence. 2. Abbreviations (q.v.), e.g. Jan. except
in mathematics and where the abbr. contains the last letter of the word. 3.
Decimal point instead of raised point. U. Three points for an omission from
a quotation (four if the end of the sentence is omitted).
fundamental, preferred to basic or basal
fungus, plur. -i (OUP); adj. fungal (ASM allows also fungous)
fu.p.: fusion point
furlong: abbr. f. (OUP) or fur. (OUP); 220 yd = 1 furlong; 10 chains = 1 furlong;
8 furlongs = 1 mile
, further: has a wider meaning than farther (q.v.), which it can always replace.
Goals (q.v.) are not furthered
fusion point: abbr. fu.p. pref. to fup (ASM)
FYM: farmyard manure

g
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geld

G
g: gramme

2
g_: acceleration due to gravity (32 ft per sec. ); also symbolized bold or bold and
italic
G: Gauss, Giga- (10^) (prefix in metric units) or guanosine (chem.)
G_: free energy, Gibbs
specific weight or microgramme (pref. ug)
Ga: gallium (chem.) or Georgia (Am.)
Gaelic: abbr. Gael.; the Celtic languages of Scotland, Ireland and Man, specifically
Scots Gaelic, Erse and Manx
gain: see breed A6, change, goal
Gal: galactose
gal.: gallon
galactose: symbol Gal ( B J )
gall bladder (ASM)
gallium: symbol Ga
gallnut (ASM)
gallon: abbr. gal. (BJ, OUP) or gal (ASM); Imperial gal. = H.5^+596 litres =
2 quarts = 8 pints = 32 gills = 160 fluid ounces = 1280 fluid drachms =
76,800 minims; 2 gal. = 1 peck; 8 gal. = 1 bushel; Am. gal. = 3.78533 litre
* Gand: use Ghent
gander: male of goose
gas n.: the 2 adjs gaseous (scientific Eng.) and gassy (normal Eng.) do not differ
in meaning
gas-chromatograph, -y with or without hyphen: but adj. -ic and adv. -ical always
with hyphen (not yet in any dictionary)
gas constant per mole: symbol R_ (Bj)
gas-liquid Chromatograph, -y: avoid the temptation to make adj. and adv. derivatives
(see hyphens)
gastro-intestinal (NAR, Br.): gastrointestinal (ASM, Am.)
gauge: not guage
Gauss (after Karl Friedrich Gauss, d„ 1855, German mathematician): abbr. G (RS);
unit of magnetic flux density and magnetic induction
GB: Great Britain
GDP: guanosine-5 > '-pyrophosphate
Ge: germanium
gelatine (Br., OUP): gelatin (Am., ASM); COED gives both alternatives
geld vb: castrate a horse; see breed A9a
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Gelderland (OUP) or Guelderland: abbr. Gld without point. OUP, COED and WTNID all
give guelder rose and not gelder rose for Viburnum and perhaps this spelling
is more logical as most Eng. words with g followed by a short e have a soft g,
e.g. gel, generate (chief exceptions geld, get) so there is logic in hardening
the g as in guess, guest by the older Eng. spelling Guelderland
gelding n„: a castrated horse (q.v.)
gemma, plur. -e; adjs -aceous (pertaining to or of the nature of a gemma) and -ate
(possessing gemmae), e.g. a gemmaceous cup, a gemmate liverwort
generalized: sometimes used as a longwinded version of general, common
generally: distinguish from 'usually'. 'Generally' implies that all of a group
have a characteristic or that there are only few exceptions; 'usually' is
better if exceptions are more than rare.
'Commonly' implies a sharing or
mutuality of a characteristic in a group.
'Often' and 'frequently' lack the
implication that the characteristic is predominant and refer more to repetition
of a situation over a period of time, rather than a situation in a group at
one time.
'Often' stresses the number of times a thing occurs without
regard to the interval of recurrence; 'frequently usually stresses repetition,
especially at short intervals
generat-e vb, -ion n., -ive adj.: see breed A1 ; filial generations, abbr.
F

, Fg,

3

genetics n.: distinguish the adjs genetic and genetical (see -ic, -ical); see also
breed AS, B1
genital adj.: see breed A1
gen-us, plur. -era: abbr. gen. (OUP); generic names in italics (q.v.) unless also
common names, e.g. geranium, gladiolus
genus novum (Lat. for new genus): abbr. gen.n. (ASM); plur. genera nova
-geny n„, -genie adj.; -genesis n., -genetic adj.: also discussed under development.
The shorter forms, e.g. embryogeny, embryogénie are usually older and so have
precedence; they are also more euphonious.
A few old words, e.g. homogeny,
have adjs in -ous.
A few genetical words derived from gene, e.g. heterogenic,
add to the confusion
geograph-y n., adj. -ic or -ical: geographic means characteristic of a special
region, e.g. geographic names, geographic variation, geographic race (DMEU,
WTNID); geographical means relating to geography, e.g. geographical studies,
geographical terms.
Use capitals, for instance, for hill, river, lake in place names, e.g. Lake
Yssel, River Yssel, Veluwe Hills, Province of Guelderland.
There are arguments
for and against translation of place names; I think some is necessary and
have doubts only over the degree, e.g. Du. Kaarlemmermeerpolder, Eng. Haarlem
mermeer Polder, Haarlemmer Meer Polder, Haarlemmere Polder, Lake Haarlem
Polder or Haarlem Polder
geology: names of formations in capitals, e.g. Old Red Sandstone (OUP)
Georgia, America: abbr. Ga
geranium, plur, -s: Pelargonium spp.; the common name of Geranium spp. is cranesbill
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germanium: symbol Ge
germin-ate vb, -ation n.; there seems little need for both the adjs -ative and
-able, which mean able to germinate and able to be germinated, respectively.
For the results of tests on seeds, seed germination is pref. to seed
germinability. See breed A8
gestat-e vb, -ion n., -ive adj.: see breed
get, p.t. got or gat (archaic), p.p. got (Br.) or gotten (Am.): can sometimes
replace 'receive' or 'obtain' but is considered colloquial.in the sense
'possess', e.g. I have got a car. Another meaning is reproduce (see breed A3)
Ghent: not Gand
gherkin (Du. augurk): Cucumis anguria
Gibbs: symbol _G; free energy; after J.W.Gibbs, d.1903, Am. mathematician and physicist
Q
9
Giga-: 10 , abbr. G, e.g. GeV = 10 electronVolts
gill: 0.25 pint; Br. 1^2.06 cu.cm; Am. 118.291 ml
gilt: young female pig (q.v.)
gimmer: young female sheep (q.v.) from 1st to 2nd shearing
Gk: Greek
Gladiol-us, plur. -i (OUP, DMEU2, ASM) or --uses (DMEU2, ASM); common name for
Gladiolus spp.
glamour (Br.): glamor (Am.); see

-our

* glasshouse (COED) (Du. kas): is probably more common in Br. market-gardening than
greenhouse but is not used in Am.; glasshouse may also mean a building where
glass is made or a military prison.
A glass house is a dwelling house with
a lot of glass.
The British tourist travelling from Hook of Holland to
Utrecht will soon conclude that the Dutchman likes to live in glass houses
(contrast the size of windows alongside the railway from Harwich to Liverpool
Street).
An alternative to greenhouse is the more general expression 'under
glass '
Glc: glucose
gley (WTNID): pref. to glei (DG). The process is gleying, not gleyification
Gin: glutami ne
glossary: almost every scientific publication contains terms which have not yet
reached general dictionaries. WTNID is the most up to date on noting new
words and has a supplement up to 1966. Reference should be given after any
word undefined in the standard dictionaries to where a definition exists;
otherwise include your own glossary of definitions in your publication
Glu: glutamic acid
glucose: symbol Glc (BJ)
glue n., adj. gluey, pr.p.gluing (OUP)
Glu(NHg): glutamine

glutamic acid
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glutamic acid: symbol Glu (Bj)
glutamine: symbol Gin or Glu^NHg) (Bj)
glutathione: oxidized, abbr. GSSG (ASM, Bj); reduced, abbr. GSH (ASM, Bj)
gluten, not -in: but glutinous adj.
Gly: glycine
glycerol (ASM): pref. to glycerine (Br.) or glycerin (Am.)
çx-^glycerophosphoric acid: use £-3-glycerophosphoric acid when the configuration
is to be specified (BJ)
glycerophosphorylcholine: abbr. GPC allowed if defined (Bj)
glycerophosphorylethanolamine: abbr. GPE allowed if defined (Bj)
glycerophosphorylserine: abbr. GPS allowed if defined (Bj)
glycine: symbol Gly (BJ)
glyoxaline: not used; use imidazole (BJ)
GMT: Greenwich Mean Time

*

goal: like aim or target, should not be used in the extended sense of purpose,
intention, intent, design, end, object, -ive without considering the metaphore
on which it is based. E.g. "Solidarity is a willingness to bring sacrifices
in order to further a goal held in common with others": this example brings
to my mind a muddled picture of an altar and sacrifice with a crowd of people
all holding the tape at the finish of a race, and trying to move the tape to
make the runners go further. The sentence could be changed to "... willingness
to put aside individual wishes (or needs) in order to promote the common
welfare." Goals are rarely a team effort (except in football or relay races.
The normal metaphore is based on the flax race so goals are striven for, won,
achieved, gained or obtained, but rarely scored.
The expression 'basic goals' means 'main purposes'
goat: male, billy or buck (goat); female, nanny (goat); young, kid,
goatskin, goat's milk
goitre (Br.): goiter (Am.)
good: see change
goose: male, gander; young, gosling
gov.: governor
government: abbr. govt, not govt. (OUP)
governor: abbr. gov. (OUP)
govt : government
GPC: glycerophosphorylcholine
GPE: glycerophosphorylethenolamine
GPS: glycerophosphorylserine
gr.: grain

Gr.
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grey

Gr.: Greece
grain: at>t>r. gr. (OUP) or gr (ASM)
gramme (ISO, RS): pref. to gram (Am., BJ, DMEU); abbr. g (ASM, ISO, RS) pref. to
g. (BJ) or gm. (OUP)
gramme-atom, with hyphen (BJ): abbr. g atom pref. to g.atom (BJ)
gramme-calorie, with hyphen (Bj) pref. to without hyphen (ASM); abbr. cal (ASM)
or cal. (BJ). The RS recommends elimination of the cal (1 cal =_ I1.I85 Joules)
gramme-equivalent: abbr. equiv. pref. to g.equiv. (BJ)
gramme-molecule, with hyphen (BJ) pref. to without hyphen (ASM); abbr. mole (ASM,
BJ) or g mole (ASM)
Gram-negative (after Hans C.J.Gram, Danish physician, d. 1938): pref. to gram-negative (ASM)
Gram stain (ASM) (after H.C.J.Gram): pref. to Gram's stain
grapevine (WTNID): pref. to grape-vine (COED)
graph-ic, -ical adjs: use graphic in the general sense of relating to illustrations
or paintings, or illustrative; graphical should be restricted to the two
meanings pertaining to graphs and pertaining to graphics. See -ic, -ical
gravel (Du. grint, graveel): Du. gravel is en-tout-cas
gravity, acceleration due to: e.g. as measure of centrifugal force; abbr.
g (bold) (NAR) or g (bold ital.) (BJ)

(ASM),

^ gray (Am.): grey (Br.); there are strong precedents for discarding grey (DMEU,
ABCEU) but it is customary in Br., despite the dictionaries, as a differentiation
from Am.
graze: the primary meaning is eat grass, not let eat grass, i.e. 'Cattle graze on
(or in) a field'; farmers pasture (not graze) cattle. 'Grazing cattle' or
'cattle on pasture' pref. to 'pasturing cattle'
Great Britain: abbr. GB pref. to G.B. (OUP); see England
greater: see change
greaves: tallow refuse or residues from rendered fat, sometimes used in feedstuffs
Greece: abbr. Gr. (OUP)
Greek: abbr. Gk pref. to Gk. (OUP) or Gr. (OUP)
greenhouse: pref. to glasshouse (q.v.)
green manure n. without hyphen: green-manure vb, green-manuring with hyphen
Greenwich Mean Time: abbr. GMT or G.M.T. (OUP). It has now been replaced by
British Standard Time (abbr. BST), synchronous with Central European Time
grey (Br.): gray (Am.) (q.v.); the Am. form is pref.
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O
gross: 1H, a dozen dozens (12 ); a number used in the duodecimal system of units
and counting. It has advantages over the decimal and metric system, "because
of the many numbers by which it is divisible, 1, 2, 3, ^ 6, whereas decimal
units are divisible only by 1, 2, 5. A great gross is 12 . A square foot
contains a gross of square inches. Many packages, e.g. of eggs, also contain
1Uif. Perhaps, therefore, it is premature for the United Kingdom to be converting
to the metric system.
Even shillings are disappearing in 1971 in favour of
a decimal penny (see money). Yet in the Netherlands eggs continue to be sold
in half dozens
groundnut (KAR, WTNID ) : pref. to ground-nut (COED)-, Arachis hypogaea
ground watertable, groundwater level: pref. watertable (ground is superfluous);
in a wider sense, water relations of the soil can sometimes translate Du.
grondwaterstand
grow, grew, grown vb; growing, growth ns: differentiate growing as what the farmer
does (Du. teelt) and growth as what the plant does (Du. groei, gewas); see
breed A6, B9 and cultivate
GSH, GSSG: reduced and oxidized glutathione
guanosine: abbr. G (BJ)
guanosine-5-pyrophosphate: abbr. GDP (BJ)
Guelderland or Gelderland (q.v.): Gue- is more logical spelling; cf. guelder rose
(COED, WTNID), Viburnum sp.
guilder (Du. gulden q.v.)
guinea fowl (WTNID): pref. to guinea-fowl (COED); no capital for guinea. Guinea
hen (WTNID) and guinea pig (WTNID) similarly require no capitals and are pref.
to COED's hyphenated forms. Guineafowl, guineahen, guineapig also occur
gulden : abbr. fl. (OUP), jf or Du. fl. Keep the symbol close to the figures, e.g.
fl.51.^9 and fl.51, not fl.51,^9, fl.51.00, nor fl. 51.gullet or oesophagus (Br.): pref. to esophagus (Am.)
Guyana: the former British Guiana
gynaeceum ( C O E D , D B T , O U ? ) : pref. to -ium ( D B T , W T N I D ) , gyne- ( W T N I D ) or gynoe(DBT, WTNID ); the derivation is from Gk gynaikeie, and not from its roots
gyn(e) + oikos

h
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2

h: hecto (10 ), rarely used except for ha (= 100 are); quantum unit
2
3
H: Henry; hydrogen ( H is deuterium or heavy hydrogen; H is tritium;
negative log of hydrogen ion concentration)

jjH

is

h_: height
ha: hectare
habitat: the place (or ecos) or environment in which an organism lives (DBT).
Habitat is often used of the species in contrast to microhabitat which is
used of the individual (but is not necessarily microscopic or minute) or of
a place or area with uniform environment in which a certain species or
group of species (coenosis or community) can live (biotope or ecotope).
Ecotones are intermediates or transitions between 2 environments, or
organisms existing between 2 environments
haem, haema-, haemo- (Br.): heme, hema-, hemo- (Am.)
haem, protohaem: prosthetic group of haemoglobin (BJ)
haematin, protohaematin (Am. hematine): oxidized haem (Bj). Do not use haematin
for haematoxylin or its oxidation product
haemochromogen: haem + base or haem + denatured protein (BJ, WTNID)
haemoglobin: abbr. Hb (ASM, NAR); oxygenated haemoglobin, HbC> 2 (ASM)
haemorrhage : Du. bloeding
hafnium: symbol Hf
Hague, The (OUP): Du. 's-Gravenhage, Den Haag
hailstone (COED, OUP, WTNID); hailstorm (COED, WTNID)
"

half: pref. a half to one half; fractions are costlier to set than decimals or
words, so use 0.5 h, half an hour, a half hour, 30 min., rather than \ h;
hyphen is not necessary in a half-hour (OUP). Half may be followed by a
singular or plural vb because the vb rarely depends on the numeral but
rather the following n., e.g. Half (or Half of) the apples were eaten
halflife or half-life (ASM, OUP, WTNID): the hyphen is surprisingly persistent
halftone block (ASM, WTNID): pref. to half-tone block (COED, OUP)
halfway n. and adj. (WTNID): pref', to half-way (COED, OUP)
halm (Am.): see haulm (Br.)
handbook: not a complete synonym of Du. handboek.
Handbook is a small reference
book often of practical instructions, almost synonymous with manual.
Handboek can often be translated as textbook which may be read from cover
to cover and is for study especially by students. Du. handbibliotheek is a
reference library or branch library
handwriting (COED, OUP, WTNID): one word
harbour (Br.): harbor (Am.)
hard adj. and adv., -ly adv.: I work hard (Du. Ik werk hard); I hardly work (Du.
Ik werk bijna niet). A hard-used machine is one which is overused or
misused, a hard used machine is a hard (Du. moeilijk, hard) machine which
is used and a hardly used machine is one which is rarely used

hardpan
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hardpan (CID, DG, WTNID): one word, rarely plur. (contrast Du. oerbanken)
hardwood n.: wood from angiospermous trees; it is not necessarily a hard wood,
whose adj. is hard-wooded
hare (Du. haas): young, leveret
harmful to: pref. to harmful for, e.g. Excess salts in soils are harmful to
plants (cf. susceptible to)
harrow n. and vb inf., -ing pr.p.; see breed B9, till
harvest n. and vb, -ing pr.p. as n. or adj.: see breed B6, cultivate
hatch vb, -ing pr.p.: see breed A5 ; hatch as a n. occurs mainly in agriculture
in the sense trapdoor (Du. deurtje, luik). A hatch of eggs is better a
clutch (Du. stel broedeieren) (contrast batch which is used of ;able eggs
and cakes) and a hatch of chickens is a brood
haulm (Br.): halm (Am.); residues or what will after harvest form residues of
potatoes, beans and peas. Du. halm is culm, the stem of growing grasses.
Residues of cereals are straw (Du. stro) and stubble (Du. stoppel). A local
word for residues of potatoes and turnips is shaws
have vb, has, having, had: can often be replaced by with in descriptions, e.g.
The egg, having an operculum, ... = The egg with an operculum . . .
hay: fodder (q.v.) made by wilting (Du.
welken) and curing (Du. drogen) green
crops, especially grass. Haylage is ensiled grass with more dry matter than
normal, either by wilting (Du.voorwelken) young grass or by using more
mature grass. Hay or silage may be crushed or conditioned (Du. kneuzen)
before storage (Du. berging)
*

haymaking (COED, DAAT, WTNID) or making hay (Du. hooien): pref. to haying because
the vb hay can also mean to set (a field) aside as meadow for hay (Du.
hooiweide, hooiland). The grass is cut with a (field)mower (Du. maaier) and
falls into swaths (COED, WTNID) (pref. to swathes).
These are then tedded
(Du. schudden, not keren TBEW) with a tedder (Du. schudder), and turned and
gathered into windrows (Du. zwad, which is not syn. with swath) with a
siderake, side-delivery rake or finger-wheel rake (Du. zijaanvoerhark,
harkkeerder).
The hay may be further gâchered or swept or raked with a dumprake (or
dump rake DAAT, WTNID) (Du. hooihark, sleephark), before being baled with
a pick-up baler (Du. opraappers) or haybaler (or hay baler DAAT), formerly
known as a hay press (DAAT) (Du. hooipers).
It may also be loaded onto a
cart with a hayloader (or hay loader DAAT or hay-loader WTNID) (Du. hooilader).
If inadequately dried, hay may be gathered with a haysweep (or
hay sweep DAAT, WTNID) or sweeprake (or sweep rake DAAT) (Du. hooischuif)
or dumprake (or dump rake DAAT, WTNID) (Du. sleephark, hooihark) into
haycocks (COED, DAAT, WTNID) or hayshocks (Midlands and South) (Du. hooiopper).
In wet areas or areas where less mechanization is possible the scythe
(Du. zeis) is still used. Handrakes and hayforks (WTNID) (or hay-fork COED
or hay fork DAAT) (Du. hooivork) are used to gather the hay onto monopods,
tripods, frames or racks (Du. ruiter); the resulting heap of hay (Du. hooi
opper) is not strictly a haycock, which lacks any support, but perhaps
could be named a hayshock.
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The hay is finally carried or carted or transported in a trailer (Du.
aanhangwagen), wagon (or waggon), dray or cart for stacking in a hayrick
(Du. hooiberg, hooitas) in the field or a haystack (Du. berg, stapel, tas),
which is usually larger, in a barn (Du. schuur voor berging van hooi en
granen) or hayloft (Du. hooizolder), often being stacked with an elevator
(Du. transporteur). The Du. kap-berg has been introduced into America as
the hay barrack, which is a rick with a roof which can be raised or lowered.
See also storage.
A hayknife (or hay knife DAAT, WTNID) (Du. hooizag) for cutting hay from
the stack is distinct from a haychopper (or hay chopper DAAT) or haycutter
(or hay cutter WTNID) which is a machine for cutting hay into short lengths
He : helium
healthy: is normally used of organisms without disease or disorder, o.g. a
healthy cow, a healthy crop, but it has tended to extend to cover things
which do not induce disease or diorder, e.g. healthy foodstuffs (pref.
sound foodstuffs, wholesome foodstuffs), healthy pastures (sound, innocuous
or normal pastures)
heat, degrees of: e.g. 71°C (Br.), 71C (ASM); for scientific use Centigrade is
pref. to Fahrenheit and the conversion is simple: x C = ( j x 9)/5 + 32°F
heating, heat treatment, warming: several Wageningen scientists assure me that
heating or warming cannot replace heat treatment but I am not convinced.
The usage of heat treatment varies between plant physiologists, food
scientists, chemists and physicists. Sometimes warming is meant, i.e
heating, as of dough, sometimes keeping warm, e.g. in an incubator, or
storage in warmth, sometimes prolonged or severe heating, e.g. Pasteurizatior
sterilization, autoclaving, cooking (including boiling, stewing, baking,
roasting, toasting, steaming, frying, grilling) or burning. See also warm
2
hectare: abbr. ha (RS); = 100 ares = 1000 m =2.^71 acres
hecto-: 10 ; abbr. h (ASM, RS) or H (OUP); avoid except for hectare
hedgerow: one word
heifer (Du. vaars): young female cattle (q.v.), esp. less than 3 years old,
including cows which have calved only once (one-calf heifer; Rus.nepBomeXoK),
and sexually mature. Younger ones are usually called heifer-calves. Pregnant
heifers are called in-calf heifers or bred heifers. Non-pregnant heifers
are called open heifers
height: symbol h (ISO)
helium; symbol He
help: e.g.

1 ^C

was a great help in (not for) elucidating the mechanism

hema-, heme, hemo- (Am.): see haema—, haem, haemo— (Br.)
Henry: abbr. H (RS); unit of inductance; after Joseph Henry, d. 1878, American
physicist
hen, laying hen: adult female domestic fowl (q.v.)
herb n.: ambiguous, although its adjs have differentiated to cover the 3 meanings:

herb
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1. Non-woody plants, adj. herbaceous, which covers herbage (pasture as a
fodder or forage, vegetation of pasture or meadow) and ground vegetation
(herbosa); 2. Herbs other than grass (forbs), adj. herby which means rich in
plants other than Graminae, e.g. herby pasture; 3. Garden or medicinal herbs
(Du. tafelkruiden, medicinale kruiden), adj. herbal. See also plant
herdbook (WTNID): pref. to herd-book (COED, OUP)
heredit-y n., -ary adj.; herit-able adj., -ability n.: OUP is old-fashioned in
recommending an hereditary characteristic. This usage never occurs in the
scientific press and is necessary only in words with a silent h, e.g.
honour.
A hereditary characteristic is one which has actually occurred in
successive generations, whereas a heritable characteristic is one which
theoretically can or may occur in future generations.
See breed A8
herring meal: two words (contrast fishmeal)
Hertz: abbr. Hz (RS) ; unit of frequency of a periodic process of one cycle per
second; after Heinrich R. Hertz, German physicist, 1857-9^
heteroauxin: pref. indoleacetic acid
heterogam-y n., -ic or -ous adj.: use only of the state of possessing differentiated
gametes and not of alternation of generations
heterogen-: the group of adjs from this root are hopelessly confused; -e, -eous,
-etic, -ic, -ous.
Luckily most have synonyms which avoid any ambiguity.
Heterogene can be dismissed as an archaic alternative to heterogeneous,
which means not uniform, consisting, of diverse elements (opp. homogeneous)
and is discussed separately below.
Heterogenous is frequently treated as another spelling of heterogeneous.
Other meanings are: 1. Not originating in the body, exogenous (opp. autogenous,
endogenous); 2. From another species, e.g. a heterogenous graft (= heterograft)
3. (?) From different evolutionary origins, heterologous, e.g. wings of
insects and birds (opp. homogenous, homologous).
Heterogenic usually means containing different alleles of a gene, heterozygous
but may also be used as a synonym of heterogenetic, which means:
1. Spontaneously generating, abiogenetic (opp. biogenetic); 2. Alternation
of generations, alloiogenetic, digenetic, heterogamous p.p., hétérogamie
p.p., heterogonic p.p., heterogonous p.p., metagenetic, metagenic, e.g. in
aphids, ferns and nematodes; 3. Reacting serologically with antigen of
another species, heterophile;
Descended from different ancestral types,
(?) heterologous, (?) heterogenous-3 (opp. (?) homogenous, homologous);
5. Combining genomes from diverse ancestors, e.g. some _polyploids ; 6. Caused
by an association of diverse stimuli, e.g. heterogenetic induction,
heterogenetic stimulation
heterogeneous: a concept blurred by its popularity among scientists; even a
homogenized material may be heterogeneous. WTNID gives 7 main meanings; I
recommend that it be replaced by more precise alternatives as in the
following examples.
1. A heterogeneous population is either genetically or socially differentiated
diverse, multifarious, various, varied, disparate, dissimilar. mixed or

n
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mingled. Differentiated implies greater difference than formerly; mixed and
mingled emphasize, respectively, complete or partial integration of the ^
diversity; whereas disparate emphasizes discordance; multifarious emphasizes
the multiplicity of the elements of the population.
_
2. A heterogeneous family (diversified) is a family which has evolved m
different directions and now consists of diverse elements differing m
values, opinions and background. Diversify and differentiate are not the
same, e.g. Adjs of the n. herb have diversified as herbaceous, herby and
herbal; their meanings have differentiated.
3. A heterogeneous book, where the parts are^incompatible, incongruous,
discrepant, discordant, inconsistent, nonuniform, or not unified, is
uneven, not uniform, discordant or inc onsistent.
_
k. Heterogeneous units of measure, e.g. length^and area, are inc ommens.urable.
5. Heterogeneous interpretations of data are disparate^ different, divergent,
diverse, various, incongruous, discordant, at variance or inconsistent.
Notice that these examples stress difference between one interpretation and
another, and not irregularities within any single interpretation. With_a
singular n. as population in example 1, different and divergent would imply
difference from other populations.
6. A heterogeneous tumour (i.e. with various types of structure and
containing necrosis) is uneven or not_miiform in s rue^ure.
7. The heterogeneous earth is diverse or multifarious m structure, or
not uniform.
8. A heterogeneous mixture_is assorted or uneven.
9. A heterogeneous collection is motley.^
10. Heterogeneous X-rays are polychromatic.
. .
11. A heterogeneous soil is one with different phases of gas t < liquid and
solid separated by boundaries, with structures of different sizes intimitely
mixed, with uneven chemical composition, and m constant change through the
actions of organisms.
If the soil scientist means all these things, and
not just mixed or notjpif^rm, heterogeneous seems the best choice
heterogon-y n., -ic or -ous adj.: or heterogamy (q.v.)
heterograft : or heterogenous (q.v.) graft
heterologous: pref. to heterogenous or heterogenetic; opp. homologous
heterophile: pref. to heterogenetic (q.v.)
heterosis: see breed AÔ
heterozygous: pref. to heterogenic (q,.v.)
Hf: hafnium
h.f. : high frequency
Hg: mercury (Lat. hydrargyrum)
hide vb, hid, hidden
high

larae• the expressions 'high values' and 'large values' are both extensions
'of the 'words 'formal uses. Values that can be visualized as having simple
dimensions are usually large, e.g. l a r g e field (or many hectares), a large
hall (of many cubic metres), a large or heavy crop (of many kg, many cases
or many sacks) (Du, een hoog gewas = a tall crop), a large intake of food
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(of many kg) • Mors complicated units tend to be high, concentrations are
sometimes large but more usually high (g per litre), a high pressure
(Newton per square metre). More specific are spacious, roomy, voluminous, bulky
higher: see change
high frequency: abbr. h.f. (OUP)
high pressure: abbr. HP, H.P. (OUP) or h.p. (COED)
high-protein diet: pref. protein-rich diet
high school: the use of this term varies between countries and even between
districts. A safer translation of Du. middelbare school is secondary
school. Du. hogere school is college. See also school
high tension (electrical): abbr. h.t. (OUP)
high tide n., high-tide adj.: e.g. high-tide level
high-water mark (OUP)
hillside, hilltop (WTNID): pref. to hill-side, hill-top (OUP)
hind foot, hind limb (ASM)
hinder: see change
hippopotam-us, plur. -uses (DMEU2) or -i (OUP)
His: histidine
histidine: symbol His (BJ)
historic, -al adjs: historic means famous.or renowned in history, e.g.^historic
occasion; historical relates to history or its study, e.g. historical
facts, historical method
hoe, -ing, -ed, -able (DMEU, WTNID): see breed B9, till
hog: an ambiguous name for pigs (q.v.), either in general (esp. in Am.) or for
male castrates (= barrow). It is also confused with hogg < 4 .v.)
hogg (spelt hog in COED), hoggerel or hogget: dialect words (Br.) for yearling
sheep (q.v.)
Holland- reserve historically for the western maritime provinces including
SLchHS now for North and South HoUand; use the Netherlands for the
whole country and the Low Countries for the Netherlands, Belgium and,
illogically, Luxemburg (DMEU2)
homeo-: see homoeohomoeo- (COED): pref. to homeo- (Am.); Gk oi as in homoios (= alike) is
transliterated into Lat. as oe and the English is derived from this.
Homoios is derived^ from homos (= same), which gives the prefix homo- and
adds to the confusion
homoeopath (COED, DMEU2, OUP): pref. to homeopath (WOTID)
homoeostasis: pref. to homeostasis (DBT)

homogeneous
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homogeneous (pref. to -eal): means 1. Comparable, equivalent,^consistent,
compatible ; 2. Uniform or similar in structure, composition or elements
(WTNID); opp. heterogeneous (q,.v.)
homogenic: means with only one allele of a gene or genes (WTNID); homozygous is
less ambiguous
homogenous (or -genetic): pref. homologous (see heterogenous); it means showing
homogeny or correspondence of parts through common ancestry (opp.
homoplastic, showing correspondence of parts through parallel evolution)
(WTNID)
homogenize: means make homogeneous
homologue (ASM): not homolog
homozygous: not homozygotic; see breed A8
honour (Br.): honor (Am.); an honour; see -our
hoof, plur. -fs mere common than -ves according to DMEU2 but WTNID pref. -ves to
-fs
horse: male, stallion; female, mare; castrate (see breed A9a), gelding;
diminutive, pony; young, foal; young male, colt or stag (bcots); young
female, filly
horse-chestnut (COED, OUP): horse chestnut (WTNID); Aesculus hippocastanum
horse manure or stable manure: see dung
horsepower (COED, WTNID): pref. to horse-power (CTD); abbr. h.p. (COED, OUP) ;
= 7^5.7 Watts
horse-radish (COED, OUP): horse radish (WT3ÎID) ; Raphanus raphanistrum
horse's tail: the tail of a horse
horsetail (WIHID): pref. to horse-tail (COED, OUP); Equisetum spp.
hospitalize (Am.): hospitalized patients (Am.) - in patients (Br.)
host plant: not recorded in dictionaries yet (COED, DBT, VTOIID) ; hyphen not
necessary
hot, warm: in Eng. weather is often hot (Du. warm); see heating, warm
hotbed (COED, WTNID): Du. broeibak
hothouse (COED, WTNID): not hot-house (OUP)
hour: abbr. h (ISO) pref. to hr (ASM, COED) or hr. (BJ, OUP)
household (COED, WŒID) n.: primary meaning is Du. huisgezin
r,
. however does not need commas, e.g.
however: when used as an adv.
•
, .„„-.„ n
u
.
„-v-o
> However tired he is, .... ^ADOriU/. Jiver should
onïrS
word if'it has its noma! meaning to.
ooit) e.g. They
will wonder how ever they managed without it (better. ... how they ever . . . .
As a coni bridging contrasting statements, it overlaps with nevertheless,
notwithstanding yet , still. Usually it is used to introduce a reservation
notwithstanding, yev ,
sentence 'although' can introduce the
to are-rious statements (.wixnm uuc ov. ,
,
s
I ,
'
. .
-, of- using
,,0-,'no- 'however'
introduce, the reservation): ,7
it, is
u
statements
instead
nowevej. to
stronger than 'but' and weaker than nevertheless . ommas are essential
eKcept at the beginning of a sentence where they are optional. If l t is

however
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placed too late in a sentence, doubt may arise whether the second half of
the sentence is a reservation to the first half or whether the whole sentence
is a reservation on previous statements. In some such cases, 'however'
cannot be moved earlier in the sentence without upsetting the stress and
'but' may be used to avoid the difficulty»
In the following example it is doubtful whether substitution of 'but' or
'although' alter the balance of the statement and in such cases the simpler
conj. but seems pref.: "Few, if any, plans will be ideal for all these
objectives because of special conditions ...; however, the efficiency ...
will be greater for having given thought to each of these factors."
Duplication of the contrast is a common fault, e.g. The considerable
amount of sunshine makes shade trees necessary, but nevertheless is helpful
in keeping down the growth of fungal diseases (better: Although the
considerable ..., it is helpful . . . ; The considerable . . . but is helpful
... ; The considerable ... ; however it is helpful ....)
Whereas (q.v.) expresses a similar form of contrast to although without
subordinating one statement to the other, e.g. The trees in the south were
still green, whereas those in the north had already lost their leaves.
h.t.: high tension
humans, human being: sometimes used to avoid the ambiguity of mein, men in the
sense Homo sapiens ; pref. persons or people
humour (Br.) except in aqueous humor, vitreous humor: humor (Am.); see -our
humus n.; adjs humic, humified, humous: humified means converted into humus;
both humic and humous mean petaining to humus but humous means consisting
largely of humus, e.g. humous soils = soils rich in humus, whereas humic means
containing organic matter or derived from humus, e.g. humic soil = humus-containing soil
hundredweight: abbr. cwt (COED, ISO) pref. to cwt. (OUP). The Imperial cwt or
long cwt, 112 lb, 50.8023 kg, is almost equal to the continental centner,
50 kg. In Am. there is the short cwt, abbr. sh cwt (ISO), of 100 lb
(*»5.3592 kg).
An Imperial cwt per acre is 102.55 kg per ha
husbandry: the historical word for farming, which only superceded it in the 19th
century (recorded 1803), and for agriculture, which was first recorded in
1603 (SOED). See breed A7, B9. Now it is only used of specialities of
farming, e .g. animal husbandry, crop husbandry, or in the sense of management,

hvh-ridization: the last derivative has perhaps
hybridize or cross, h y b r i d J e p l a c e d by crossing; see breed A8
become too ungainly ana may
r
^
3

hydrogen: symbol H; heavy hydrogen, symbols

f

hydrogen ion concentration,
.
negative log.
loa* symbol
y®
ü=
pH or

(ASM, BJ); plur .jg values

hydrolys-e, -ate: pref. to hydrolyz-e, -ate; see -ize
hydrolysis, plur. (rarely necessary) hydroly
hydroquinone: pref. quinol (BJ)
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hydrosulphite: pref. dithionate (BJ)
hydroxylysine : symbol Hyl (BJ)
hydroxyproline: symbol Hyp (BJ)
hyena (COED, DMEU, WTNID): pref. hyaena ( any Hyaenidae) or Hyaena
Hyl: hydroxylysine
Hyp: hydroxyproline
hyperaemia (Br.): pref. anaemia (Br.); Am. hyperemia, anemia
hyphens, consolidation or separate words?: hyphens are intended as an aid to
pronunciation and to understanding, simple enough m theory but no^
dictionaries can agree in practice. Few publishers follow the logical but
excessive use of hyphens in COED; the typographical result is too ugly.
WTNID eliminates many hyphens by consolidation or separation but has
illogicalities, e.g. sugar beet and sugarcane. This may be explained by two
stresses in sugar beet and one in sugarcane. But stress varies with
position in a £roup of words, between people and with familiarity. Besides
it is doubtful wheiher stress is the result of how a word is written or
vice versa. Sugar-beet is certainly a single concept and therefore a
compound word, however (or how ever) we write it.^
_
The simplest example of hyphenation is as an aiato pronunciation,
chiefly in linkage of prefixes to a word-root. Prefixes cannot exist as
separate words but even so a hyphen may modify meaning, e.g. re-mforce
(Du. weer kracht bijzetten) (or r e -enforce) and reinforce (Du. versterken).
The prefix non- in the sense not (Du. niet-) is always hyphenated (contrast
n0nE^i;

s

of the presence or absence of hyphens between vowels (as

opposed to diphthongs) are shown below. Combinations of a with a, e, 1, o
or u are rare; i with i is always altered to yi; I cannot think of common
words with o-u.
ea: reaction, deaminate, pre(-)arrange: omit hyphen m well known forms
e-e: pre-epistome, re-entry: always hyphenate
ei: re(-)infect reimport, reimpose, reinforce: hyphen not necessary
eo: deoxyribose\ preoperculum, reorder, reorganize, preoccupy: write solid
eu: reunite, reunion: write solid
n-

ia: diadelphous, semi-arid: write solid for long but not for short 1
ie: dielectric, biennial, milli-eiuivalent, seml-endoparaslte: write solid

for long but not for short i
#
io: biovulate, dioecious, anti(-)oxidant. wri e s
iu: diuresis: write solid

„

,

g

.
,.

.

oa: coagulate, proamnion, h e t e r o (-)aromatic, chromo-argentaffin, radioactive:
forms
hyphen only in longer and less
oe: pro(-)embryo, bio(-)energetics, bio(-)ecology, coenzyme, coexist,
socio-economic, bio(-)electrical, cyto(-)embryological: monosyllabic
prefixes can survive without the hyphen; the Untage of bio-, cyto- and
socio- are much looser, almost representing erptic forms of biological,
cytological and sociological (or social) so retain the hyphen
oi: coition, coincide, photo(-)induction, gastro(-)mtestmal: retain
hyphen only in longer and looser linked forms

hyphens
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o-o: co(-)operate, co(-)ordinate, micro(-) organism, pro-oestrus: Americans
are as determined to remove this hyphen as British are to retain it»
exception zoology
ua: evacuate, dual, continual, annual: no hyphen
ui: vacuity, continuity, annuity: no hyphen
uo: vacuole, vacuous, continuous: no hyphen
uu: vacuum, continuum.
If any generalities can he drawn from these examples, they are that:
A hyphen should be used for a repeated vowel (as also for a repeated
consonent, e.g. fruit-tree, shell-less, 'book-keeping); a diaeresis (e.g.
cooperate) should never be used.
Hyphens are more common if there is danger of reading the combination as a
diphthong (yet hothouse).
Hyphens may differentiate a short from a long vowel.^
Longer prefixes are more likely to be hyphenated ; this principle extends to
some compounds without adjoining vowels, e.g. physico-chemical; this is
more likely when the compound is a merging or addition of^two ideas but is
rare when the first part of the compound modifies or specifies the rest,
e.g. enterovirus, radioresistance, heteroaromatic, cytogenetic,
photomorphogenesis, thermoperiodism.
Special uses of hyphens after prefixes are before proper names as m ^
anti-Darwinian (COED) but this practice is not recommended: the capital is
sufficient, i.e. antiDarwinian. In lists, some publishing houses allow, for
instance, two- and three-fold for twofold and threefold, aero- and
^
micropyles for aeropyles and micropyles; this practice is more usual 1*1 u.
and should be avoided in Eng. Sometimes they can be avoided as
2-chloro-, 2-bromo- and 2-iodopyridine s 2-chloro, 2-bromo and 2-iodo
derivatives of pyridine; or apple- and pear—trees = apple and pear trees.
More difficult is the compounding of words which also exist separately.
Compounding indicates that the elements have become a single concept or
that they represent a different part of speech from usual and may even add
suffixes to produce new parts of speech, e.g. long hair (adj. an n.
u
long-haired (adv. and adj.). Sometimes a group may be considered as one or
more concepts, e.g. flame (-)photometer ;such hyphens are used entirely for
convenience. Certain words in a group may be closer joined than o ers; 1
such a relation is ambiguous, use a hyphen, e.g. a modern flame-p o ome er,
large poultry-farmer, large-poultry farmer; heavy-hog rearing houses,
heavy hog-rearing houses. Where the cluster is unambiguous, e.g. so lum
chloride solution, hyphens may be omitted.
,
Below are given some examples arranged by the parts of speech from which
they are derived *
Adj.- n . Compounded if used as an adj., e.g. large-poultry farmer. They are
rarer as ns: hardwood and hard wood, and hardpan and hard pan are distinct
in meaning. The form half-life (WïïîID) is surprisingly slow consolidating
to halflife, although halftone (ASM, WTNID) exists alongside half-tone
(COED, OUP). Verbal derivatives need a hyphen, e.g. green-manure vb,
green-manuring (but green manure n„); dark-haired.
N. -ad.j. combinations are made as the need arises and usually form an adj.,
e.g. copper-deficient (contrast copper deficiency), air-dry, yeastlike,
copper-free fatfree, weedfree. Shorter compounds, especially bisyllables,
easily consolidate unless the syllables can be misgrouped, e.g. airdry
could be aird-ry as well as air-dry. See also pr.p. and p.p.
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Adj.-adj. In Middle English advs had the same form as in Du.: advs in -1y
are a novelty. Where a word's primary function is now an adj. but adverbial
uses have survived, these fossilized forms are represented by a hyphen, e.g.
deep-green grass (Du. donker groen gras), deep green grass (Du. hoog groen
gras), medium-rich (= moderately rich), newborn (WTNID), new-born (COED).
Common examples are -ed derivatives of stems which are primarily ns (see
adj.-n), e.g. dark-eyed, deep-rooted, hard-worked, hard-wooded, deep-seated.
Such hyphens are unnecessary between normal advs and adjs, e.g. well
developed children, smoothly running engine (note well-being or wellbeing,
Du. welzijn, in which well acts abnormally as an adj.).
Verbal derivatives. The last examples can also be considered as adj.-vb
derivatives, e.g. also full-grown.
A few verbal compounds act as vbs and then certainly need a hyphen or
consolidation, e.g. freeze-dry, fruitpick, gas-chromatograph (whereas in
the n., the hyphen of gas(-)chromatograph is optional.
Other types are compounds of ns with pr.ps or p.ps, or agental ns; the n. is
usually the object of the vb (e.g. fruitpicking = picking fruit; but
handwriting = writing by hand). The relation is similar but looser in
compounds of ns with -ation, -ative, -ational:
pr«p.: fruit(-)farming, fruit(-)picking, weedkilling, seed-producing,
seedbearing: as adjs they certainly need linkage but as ns linkage is
optional; I recommend consideration of them as derivatives of vbs (fruitfarm,
fruitpick, seed-produce, seedbear) and therefore liable to consolidation if
bisyllabic.
P'P- e.g. glass-distilled water, soilborne pathogens, airborne spores,
waterborne insects, air-dried hay: practice on hyphenation or consolidation
varies; Arnhem certainly remembers the Airborne troops, not Air-borne; the
word water shows a stfong tendency to form trisyllabic s without a hyphen.
agental ns in -er, -or, -ist, -ician. Agents in -er certainly tend to link,
e.g. fruitpicker, landowner, grassdryer, seed-producer, in the same way as
pr.ps„ The other forms are confused, e.g. hay(~)elevator, farm(-)operator,
seed(-)analyst, systems(-)biometrician. I suggest inclusion of the hyphen
when there are preceding adjs, e.g. a graduate seed-analyst.
-ation and other -ion forms. I tend to omit any hyphen (in contrast to -ing
forms), e .g. crop rotation, cotton cultivation, unless it improves the word
grouping, e .g. a three-year crop-rotation, Egyptian cotton-cultivation
( = cultivation of cotton in Egypt, whereas Egyptian—cotton cultivation —
cultivation of Egyptian cotton).
Derived adjs such as crop-rotational practice certainly need linking.
N.-n. compounds are a large and rapidly growing group in science. The
tendency is for short ones to consolidate and for long ones to omit the
hyphen unless necessary for sense, e.g. fishmeal but herring meal and
whitefish meal,soya bean oilmeal, wheatmeal, barley meal. Ground nuts are
Du. gemalen noten, whereas groundnuts are Arachis hypogaea. Dictionaries
agree on hailstone but cannot on farmyard or farm-yard.
Among scientific examples are important groups such as gas(-)chromatograph
flame(-Tphotometer and electron(-)microscope, plant(-)pathology, all with
'
an optional hyphen. Related words referring to the process or technique,
rather than the object or apparatus, are more likely to link, e.g.
gas(-)chromatography, flame(-)photometry, electron(~)microscopy, ion(-)
e x c h a n g e . The h y p h e n s c e r t a i n l y become n e c e s s a r y i n a d j . d e r i v a t i v e s , e . g .
-graphic, -metric, -scopic, ion-exchange resin (these words are so long
that they tend not to form -ical adjs), and adv. derivatives in -ically
(perhaps one day they will be spelt as they are pronounced: -icly).
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Complications arise with gas-liquid chromatography and phase-contrast
microscope which cannot form adj. and adv. derivatives although such
perversions sometimes appear in scientific publications by analogy with the
preceding examples: gas-liquid-chromatographic method, often without hyphens,
should be method of gas-liquid chromatography; The compound was estimated
gas-liquid-chromatographically should be . . . estimated by gas-liquid
chromatography. Phase-contrast microscopy has a shorter alternative,phase
microscopy,which forms normal adjs -ic, -ical, and adv. -ically.
Hyphens to indicate gradations, ranges, mixtures or transitions
The function of gradation overlaps with the adv.-adj. function (discussed
under adj.-adj.), e.g. blue-green algae = bluish green algae, greeny blue
algae, north-east.
Ranges should be given in full, e.g. 5-12 g, p. 215-217, except for
dates, e.g. 1966-7, 1957-63, 2 Jan.-3 March 1968. In full these are given
as 5 to 12 g or from 5 to 12 g, from 1955 until (to) 1957- In English such
ranges are inclusive (Du. tot en met).
The same idea of range or transition exists in the form Harwich-Hook
boat, which becomes nonsense in Harwich-Hook of Holland boat, which should
be lengthened to Boat from Harwich to Hook of Holland or Boat between
Harwich and Hook of Holland.
A mixture of 50$ water and 50% ethanol may be called water-ethanol
mixture (1:1) but this form is not possible with a mixture of sodium
phosphate with calcium oxide, which could, however be called lime-phosphate
mixture.
The idea of transition exists in the form Acid-base equilibrium.
Other comments on hyphens
Numbers and fractions: compound numbers are always linked, e.g. twenty-one,
twenty-first. Practice on fractions is more variable: I recommend a third
(not one-third), two thirds (not two-thirds, OUP, ASM), five thirty-seconds.
Abbreviations : hyphens appear in abbrs to distinguish the elements, e.g.
m-equiv. (not necessary in juequiv. Hyphens may be eliminated in some abbr.
forms, e .g. two-normal sodium hydroxide = 2W sodium hydroxide (not 2 g
sodium hydroxide)
hyposulphite: pref. dithionate (BJ)
hypothesis, plur. hypotheses; adj. hypothetical commoner than hypothetic; vb
hypothesize (pref. assume): see study
Hz: Hertz

